
Key Benefits:
� Range of sizes from 7.5 to 18 tonne GVW

� Hot and/or Cold wash

� Small, compact and very manoeuvrable, an ideal solution where restricted access

is a problem and excellent manoeuvrability is required

� Stainless steel Farid Hillend Engineering comb bin lift fitted as standard - Capable  

of handling all EN standard bins from 120 litres to 1100 litres capacity

� Totally enclosed stainless steel washing chamber 

� Water storage divided into two chambers (Clean & Dirty)

� Residual waste (slurry) containment sump

� Ability to wash containers (bins) internally and/or externally

� Variable wash cycle time
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Container Washers - Helping keep our local environment free of
refuse whilst doing its bit for the global environment. 
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MODEL CW-RL (Rear Loading)

The Farid Hillend Engineering container washers are the result of over twenty
years experience by the Farid European Group in the manufacturing of bin
washing equipment. This experience is complemented with the most recent
innovative technological advancements in the fields of electronics, hydraulics
and new materials used.

The range of Farid Hillend Engineering container washer equipment is
continually developing following research into customer expectations: reliability,
ease of operation, high performance and modern design.

Tank

Clean water tanks and dir ty water collection tanks are made of AISI 304
stainless steel. A modular tank in polyethylene* is also available on some
models, as shown on the table on page 3, this material ensures long lasting
reliability, lightweight structure and reduced whole of life costs.

High Pressure Spray Lance
with 15m Hose

Detergent System Automatic Disinfectant
System

Automatic Bin Gatherer Street Washing Arm

Options - a full range of options is available, please ask for details.   Featured Options:
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Technical Specification
Washing chamber
The container (bin) is washed inside a totally enclosed stainless steel chamber. As
a result of its large volume water tanks, the vehicle provides for the washing of a
high number of containers (bins) without any service interruption. A stainless steel
sump grill allows slurry to be captured and the residual water diverted to the dirty
water tank located inside the body. 

The slurry, which is contained in a full width fully sealed sump within the washing
chamber, is easily and quickly unloaded. 

Fixed or automated* stainless steel fan nozzle washer jets are fixed onto the side
walls of the internal washing chamber to wash the containers (bins) external
surfaces and lids.

REAR LOADER CONTAINER WASHER
Tank geometric Wash type High-pressure  Stainless Polyethylene Activation Wheelbase G.V.W. 
capacity = Lt water pump steel tank tank. = mm = Kg

= n
Mod. CW - RL 

MINI F 2400 cold water 1 X P.d.f. gearbox 2900 6/7500
MINI C 2400 cold water 1 X P.d.f. gearbox 2900 6/7500

Mod. CW - RL F 
4000 cold water 1 X P.d.f. gearbox 3105 12000
6100 cold water 1 X X P.d.f. gearbox 3690 15000
7000 cold water 1 X X P.d.f. gearbox 3800 18000

Mod. CW - RL C 
4000 cold water 1 X P.d.f. gearbox 3105 12000
6100 cold water 1 X X P.d.f. gearbox 3690 15000
7000 cold water 1 X X P.d.f. gearbox 3800 18000

Mod. CW - RL MS 
4000 cold water 1 X auxiliary engine 3690 12000
5500 cold water 1 X auxiliary engine 3690 15000
7000 cold water 1 X auxiliary engine 3800 18000

Mod. CW - RL S1/S2* 
4000 hot water 2 X auxiliary engine 3690 12000
5500 hot water 2 X auxiliary engine 3690 15000
7000 hot water 2 X auxiliary engine 3800 18000

* Mod. CW - RL S1 version with one boiler    * Mod. CW - RL S2 version with two boilers

AUTOMATIC SIDE LOADER CONTAINER WASHER
Model Volume Body Height Chassis G.V.W. Wheelbase*
CW-SL F 5250 2500 4x2 16 4200
CW-SL F 6150 2500 4x2 19 4600
CW-SL C1/C2 5250 2500 4x2 16 4200
CW-SL C1/C2 6150 2500 4x2 19 4600
CW-SLC S1/S2 5250 2500 4x2 16 4200
CW-SLC S1/S2 6150 2500 4x2 19 4600

* The wheelbase dimensions shown above are indicative and are for guidance only.

Farid pursues an ongoing R&D policy, therefore the technical specifications of our products may differ from those indicated.
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Washing systems:

A) Mini container washers
The internal wash is made by two rotating and oscillating heads, activated by hydraulic
motor. The wash can be made with cold or hot water generated by a boiler and a 24V burner.

B) Standard container washers
Various washing systems are available, depending on specific needs. In the standard
versions the equipment performs the internal wash followed an external wash of the
container (bin). A further option with an auxiliary motor and a second high-pressure pump
allows the internal and external wash to be conducted at the same time. 

Containers (bins) are washed inside the totally enclosed stainless steel washing chamber
by two rotating and oscillating heads, equipped with five nozzles. The special nozzle shape
and the combined action of jets effectively remove the fouling from inside the container
(bin).

The equipment can wash with cold or hot water produced by 24 V burners and boilers using
weldless steel coils. Water heating systems are equipped with safety valves to prevent
overpressure and flame extinction.

Stainless steel Farid Hillend Engineering bin lift 

This equipment is available with different devices to handle the refuse collection containers
(bins): lifting devices for 120 to 1,700-litre containers (120 to 1,100 litres on Mini version),
compatible with various hooking systems available on the market.

Electrical system

The electrical system, designed and implemented by Farid European Group, facilitates the
activation of all equipment commands and is controlled by a programmable logic controller
(PLC).

FINISHING
� Fully degreased & primed body finished in two pack water based paint 
� Lighting in compliance with Construction & Use regulations

Notes:
1.   All Farid Hillend Engineering equipment combinations on your chosen chassis cab variant must be

fully qualified and approved for legal compliance by our technical sales department.
2 .  Our technical sales department will provide an indicative weight calculation and layout drawing for

your chosen equipment / chassis combination.
3.   The weights and payload data supplied will be calculated in accordance with chassis cab, and, other

third party component part manufacturers technical information supplied to our technical sales
department.

4.   Any indicated engine rpm speed setting figures are dependent on individual chassis cab model
derivatives and their respective engine / transmission performance characteristics.

5.   All designs, specifications and component parts are subject to change at the manufacturers sole
discretion and at any time without prior notice.

6.   All weights, payload indications and vehicle dimensions are subject to manufacturing tolerance of
±5%.

7.   Any payload indications are subject to quoted / example ‘waste density’ figures, shown in our
calculations.

8.   Data published herein is for information purposes only and shall not be construed to warrant suitability
of the unit for any particular purpose as performance characteristics may vary with the operational
conditions encountered.

9.   The only warranty is our standard written “Warranty Statement Terms & Conditions” for the brand
product at the time of delivery shipment.

10. ©2018 Farid Hillend Engineering Limited.  All rights reserved. Qu
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